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Leonardo DiCaprio, whose new drama The Wolf of Wall Street will be out in India on
Christmas day, plans to visit Mumbai to promote the film. DiCaprio starred alongside
the Bollywood star Amitabh Bachchan in 2013’s The Great Gatsby
whether the film will be recast or rewritten. The movie,
which was filming in Atlanta, has completed roughly
50 per cent of the shoot in that location. Walker was to
accompany Vin Diesel and other members of the cast
and crew to film on location in Abu Dhabi next month.
Fast & Furious 7 was initially scheduled to be released
in July 2014. – The National staﬀ

# Pakistan Idol makes its debut
Pakistan Idol was screened on televisions across the
country on Friday to much excitement. The reality
programme has been described by the media as “a
watershed in the history of music in Pakistan”. The
show, which is open to singers between the ages of 15
and 30, aims to find “exceptional, versatile and unsigned solo recording artists” and bring them “into the
musical mainstream”. “This is not only a reality show
but the beginning of an interesting journey that will
have many turning points; the life of those who reach
its end point will be revolutionised,” according to the
Pakistani newspaper The News. – The National staﬀ

art

Design Days has a new section. Discover, in cooperation with Institut Français, will showcase
four emerging galleries from one country. This year, it’s France, featuring Gallery S Bensimon,
NextLevel Galerie, Ymer & Malta and Galerie Gosserez
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# Dylan’s electric guitar
sells for nearly one million dollars

# Sarah Brightman coming
to Dubai in February

# Fast & Furious franchise will continue

Sarah Brightman, known for her blend of opera
and symphonic rock, will perform as part of the
inaugural Dubai Classics at the Dubai World Trade
Centre on February 6 and 7, in collaboration with
DXB Live and M Premiere. The new music festival
will feature a range of classical entertainment.
Dubai is the singer’s first regional stop on a world
tour promoting her latest album, Dreamchaser.
Currently on tour in South America, Brightman’s
most recent performances were held in Brazil.
For tickets, visit www.mpremiere.com.

– The National staﬀ

Sources involved in Fast & Furious 7 said there are
no plans to scrap the franchise after the actor Paul
Walker‘s death in a car crash last week, Deadline.com
reported. The franchise, one of the most lucrative in
Hollywood, has already made more than US$2.4 billion (Dh8.82bn) for Universal studios. The sixth instalment, released this past summer, made almost $789
million worldwide at the box oﬀice. Production on
Fast & Furious 7 has been indefinitely stopped after
Walker’s death to “assess all options available to move
forward with the franchise”. It was recently reported
that production would be scrapped and restarted from
scratch, but sources say it is too early to determine
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On Friday, the Fender Stratocaster that Bob Dylan
played at the 1965 Newport Folk Festival sold for nearly US$1 million (Dh3.7m) – the highest price ever paid
for a guitar at auction. A buyer, identified only as a private individual, agreed to pay $965,000 at Christie’s
auction, including the auction house’s fees, for the
sunburst-finish electric guitar. Dylan’s performance at
the folk festival in Rhode Island 48 years ago marked
his rupture with the folk movement’s old guard and
solidified his shift away from acoustic music, such as
in Blowin’ in the Wind, and towards amplified rock,
such as in Like a Rolling Stone. The raucous, threesong electric set was booed by some in the crowd
and folk purists saw Dylan as a traitor and a sell-out.
But “his going electric changed the structure of folk
music,” said the Newport Folk Festival founder George
Wein. “The minute Dylan went electric, all these young
people said: ‘Bobby’s going electric. We’re going
electric, too.’” – AP

# Sanjay Dutt seeks parole to care for wife
The incarcerated Bollywood actor Sanjay Dutt has
sought a month’s parole to look after his ailing wife
Manyata, oﬀicial sources have revealed. He is likely to
be released from Yerawada Central Jail in Pune in the
next few days. The actor is currently serving a fiveyear sentence for his involvement in the March 1993
Mumbai blasts. – The National staﬀ

Jay Z leads Grammy awards with nine nominations
The veteran rapper Jay Z topped
the nominees list for the 2014
Grammys that was announced
on Friday, with nine nods. Taylor Swift and Daft Punk are also
among those in the running in the
major categories.
Close behind, with seven nominations apiece, were the Californian hip-hop star Kendrick Lamar
and Macklemore & Ryan Lewis,
as well as Justin Timberlake and
Pharrell Williams. The rapper
Drake scored five nominations.
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In the coveted Album of the Year
category, Swift’s Red will compete
with the French electro duo Daft
Punk’s Random Access Memories, Macklemore & Ryan Lewis’s
The Heist, Lamar’s Good Kid,
M.A.A.D City and Sara Bareilles’s
The Blessed Unrest.
The Record of the Year candidates are Daft Punk & Pharrell Williams’s Get Lucky, the New Zealand teenager Lorde’s Royals, Radioactive by Imagine Dragons, the
Hawaiian crooner Bruno Mars’s
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Locked Out of Heaven and Robin
Thicke’s Blurred Lines, made infamous by Miley Cyrus’s twerking
at the MTV Video Music Awards
show earlier this year.
Shortlisted for Song of the Year
– for songwriters, as opposed to
performers – are Just Give Me A
Reason performed by Pink Featuring Nate Ruess; Locked Out
of Heaven performed by Bruno
Mars; Roar performed by Katy
Perry; Royals performed by
Lorde, and Same Love performed

by Macklemore & Ryan Lewis.
Macklemore & Ryan Lewis have
also been nominated for Best New
Artist and are up against James
Blake, Kendrick Lamar, Kacey
Musgraves and Ed Sheeran.
The nominees in key categories
were announced during an hourlong concert at the Nokia Theatre
in downtown Los Angeles.
The 56th annual Grammy
awards show will be held on January 26 at the Staples Center in
Los Angeles. – AFP

Jay Z has nine Grammy nominations, including Best Rap Album.
Delores Johnson / The National
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Thirty five galleries will show at Design
Days Dubai in March next year. The
line-up features a host of new countries
and design studios that will be showcasing
their work. Anna Seaman finds out more
As a professional architect who
has a vested interest not only in
design but in the long history of
traditional craft in his homeland
of Pakistan, Salman Jawed was delighted when he visited Dubai last
March to attend the second edition of Design Days Dubai.
The city’s dedicated design fair
showcased quality products of
furniture and interiors from some
of the best designers, both internationally and regionally, and
Jawed set himself a simple goal: to
one day have his own designs displayed at the fair.
It took him less than 12 months
to achieve it. For the 2014 edition,
Jawed and his collective of architects and designers, Coalesce Design Studio, are the first Pakistani
designers to appear at the rapidly
expanding event.
“Honestly, it was a
dream come true for
us to be accepted onto
the programme,” says
Jawed. “It is an honour to
be the first Pakistanis there and
we know that Dubai is a gateway to
a lot of things.”
Coalesce Design Studio was
founded five years ago in Karachi.
Jawed, the principal architect,
pooled his ideas with five others
and they teamed up with local interior designers to come up with different concepts for furniture lines.
Perhaps the most successful
was Bhaitt – a collection of eight
unique furniture pieces that fuse
the clean lines of contemporary

modern design with the artisanal
craft of the Sindh province.
Take the Teh chess table as an
example. The tiles are made of
exquisite, hand-painted blue pottery that originated in the town of
Hala, famed for its ceramics. The
tiles are set in shisham wood, a provincial tree of Pakistan that is also
the material used for the playing
pieces and the whole structure is
floating on a square base that gives
it elegant poise. The Waadh table is
equally stunning with its wooden
top resting on a stem of wooden
spheres with parts of it tinted teal
to resemble the Hala pottery.
“The idea was to explore the
crafts of Sindh, which are here in
abundance, so much so that people take them for granted,” explains Jawed. “We took the usually
ornamental tradition and brought

The National arts&life

Above, the Gregoria lounge by Ito Kish is from Nakkash Gallery, one of six from Dubai that will be at Design Days.
Below, the Waadh table by Coalesce Design Studio from Pakistan. Courtesy Nakkash Gallery; Coalesce Design Studio

them in line with our minimalcontemporary school of thought
and came up with our designs. The
key was to create something totally
original.”
And according to the experts, this
mandate has most certainly been
met.
“These pieces are fantastic,” says
Cyril Zammit, the director of Design Days Dubai. “It is
really exciting for us to
be presenting design
from this part of the
world.”
Coalesce is part of a host of
first-timers set to take part in the
March event. Of the 35 galleries
and design studios that have been
confirmed, six new countries are
represented. From Jordan comes
Naqsh Design House, a boutique
operation run by two sisters with
a mission to celebrate Palestinian culture through cutting-edge
design. From China there is Wuhao design shop, which features
seasonal installations in an ancient Chinese courtyard garden

in Beijing, and from Hong Kong
comes ilivetomorrow, a creative
space dedicated to experimental
design. Also new are ShowMe Gallery from Portugal and Wiener Silber Manufactur from Austria.
A coup for the fair is the presence
of Yves Gastou, a French gallery
that focuses on avant-garde and
postmodern designs. They rarely
participate in design fairs and
Zammit points out that their presence will raise the bar of an event
that is still only in its third edition.
From the UK, the Crafts Council will return with the results of
an open call that they conducted
for UK-based designers who will
present their creations at the fair
and there will be a strong Middle
Eastern presence with six galleries
from Dubai, three from Lebanon,
one from Kuwait, a university from
Qatar and the aforementioned Jordan design studio.
According to Jawed, the presence of so many international
and non-western brands is vital
for him as an emerging brand.

“It is unfortunate because, especially in the design world, there
is a tendency to always follow
foreign trends, so if you think of
design, you still think of Italy and
Murano glass or Cappellini designs. What this fair does is gives
us a chance to show the world
that even though you may not
associate Pakistan with design,
we have a lot of talent, a long
tradition of craft and some interesting materials.
“Our approach is to turn those
things into pieces that we can
show the whole world and show
them what we are capable of. Our
primary goal is to show a different
side of Pakistan and Design Days
will allow us to do that.”

s

Design Days Dubai will take
place from March 17 to 21 at The
Venue, Mohammed bin Rashid
Boulevard, Downtown Dubai.
For more information, visit
www.designdaysdubai.ae
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